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Democracy and I eT in Egypt 

Yasmine EI-Rafie 

This text is the result of a number ofinterviews conducted with journalists, activists 
and people involved in development cooperation in Egypt, all of whom are listed 
at the end. Opinions and reflections cited are not necessarily shared by the author, 
and any conclusions in the text a~e based on the interviews conducted. 

As far as the strengthening of democracy through ICT is concerned, it is impor
tant to bear in mind that in many places there is no democracy to strengthen in 

the frrst place. However, in Egypt, ICT can with a certain success be efficient in 
disseminating information that otherwise would not be known, a vital condition 
in a democratic society as well. 

Looking at the region, Egypt is - according to several human rights activists 
- a country where it is only comparatively easy to work for reform. The results 
may be limited, but unlike in several neighbouring countries it is still fairly rare 

for renowned activists and journalists to spend longer periods of time in jail for 
pursuing their cause, with the notable exception of the blogger Kareem Amer, who 
is serving a prison sentence. The fact that he had criticised religious authorities 
in a country where piety at the moment is in high regard made it easier for the 
proseclltors to attain general approval of the court case against him. 

Egypt still bears traces of the country's "golden age" for civil society, which 

was during the frrst half of the 20th century. But although the number of various 
registered NGOs ranks high even today, most of them show no big desire to grow, 
according to Cairo-based Malin Stawe working for the Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency, Sida. 

Compared to many other Arabs, Egyptians have traditionally been seen as 
easy-going and fun-loving. Many occupiers, from Romans to Ottomans, have 

ruled the country withollt too much resistance from the population against the 
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"pharaoh of the month", as long as the Nile was there to provide steady crops 

and feed the masses. In recent years, however, there has been a certain shift in 

mentality, as escalating inflation has cause d many people to have problems even 

to meet their most basic needs. 

"I used to work with NGOs and remember a mother who told me that she 

would buy cheap chicken bones and boil them with rice to add some flavour," 

recalls Nora Younis, correspondent for the "Washington Post. "Nowadays, I doubt 

that she can even afford that," she adds. As a blogger, Nora Younis broke the story 

ofhow the police in a brutal way broke up an improvised Sudanese refugee camp 

at the UNHCR headquarters in Cairo on 30 December 2005. 1 

In recent years, inflation has skyrocketed in Egypt without equivalent rises 

of salaries, and the people are plagued by huge unemployment and increasing 

corruption at alllevels of society. In one year, Egypt dropped from place 70 to 

105 in Transparency International's annual corruption perception's index. The 

national lack of hope became a top k of discussion during the autumn of 2007, 

when Egypt for the hrst time witnessed ten s of citizens perishing in the Mediter

ranean Sea, trying to make it to Italy as boat refugees in the hope ofbetter living 

conditions. 

Many people I have spoken to describe Egypt as balancing on the verge of 

- something, although unclear what. "I do not think we will go on like this much 

longer," says Gamal Eid, human rights activist from Human Right's Information 

Network. "We will either have a clear democracy or a clear dictatorship." 

Facebook-initiated strike 
Several democracy forces try to tap in to the currently ever more general disap

pointment and desperation. This was most notably so during the events that 

developed into a national strike on April 6, 2008. The action started on the 

internet community Facebook, and quite soon picked up momentum, probably 

due to a clear and simple message that appealed to most Egyptians - to protest 

against price hikes and manifest hunger. 

Despite the fact that internet penetration in Egypt is quite low and only half 

of the population can read, the news spread quickly that something was in the 

making. Part of the success was due to text messages that passed quickly from 

phone to phone, also between those who did not hang out on Facebook or own 

computers. "The success lay in connecting the Internet to the wider network of 

mobile phones," says a journalistic source that prefers to remain anonymous. 

Come 6th of April, the streets were empty in Alexandria and Cairo, many shops 

and offices were closed and many children kept at home. The only ones taking 
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to the streets were tens of cars with "central security" rio t police, except in the 

industrial town ofMahalla, where the Workers' Union had staged several protests. 

A few days later, the person behind the Facebook group was arrested - and then 

again released a few weeks later. It is hard to tell, however, whether the joint efforts 

on Facebook by people condemning the arrest influenced the regime. 
When meeting with Gamal Eid on the day before the strike, he remained 

optimistic but realistic: "I see this as the final rehearsal," he said, adding that the 

current strategy of the regime was to prevent groups from uniting and working 

together, realising that the battle over the Internet was already lost; pulling the 

plug on one blogger would bring out ten others. 

Blog journalism 
In all this, the Internet remains a vital tool. Facebook is only one of the ways to 

communicate and organise co-operation. One strength of the many Egyptian blog

gers is their number. Whenever a page is closed down or a blogger apprehended, 

the other bloggers bring the case in to the.light to put pressure on the authorities. 

Two handy tools in this struggle are the free internet services Flickr and Twitter. 
One blogger tells how he is never more than a text message away from spreading 

the news of his whereabouts to tens of thousands of people, from average readers 

to opposition journalists and fellow bloggers, should he be arrested or harassed. 

By jointly subscribing to Twitter, the bloggers can keep each other updated. 

Messages up to 140 characters long are published straight away on the Twitter 
website, through instant messaging (Rich Site Summary/RSS), text messaging, 

email and the arrested blogger's own website. 
Flickrwas originally developed in order to post mobile phone holiday pict~lfes 

on an internet page for friends and family to share. This function, as well as the 

more well-known YouTube, has proved handy also in other types of situation, for 

instance in quickly displaying ongoing demonstrations. It was allegedly on Flickr 
that the first cell phone pictures from the London bombings were posted. The 

possibility to categorise the pictures as one pleases makes it possible to search for 

"police brutality" , for example, and a country. 
When Egyptian state television ignores the rare demonstrations that occur, 

any member of society who is present can now take pictures and send them to 

the Internet. This is true of course also of arrests, police brutal ity and harassment 

in the street. This power of documentation has been the starting point for sev

eral blogs, aiming to post as many pictures as possible from a demonstration for 

instance. As far as the selection of news is concerned, activism aiming purely at 
uncommented documentation of topics that tradition al media avoid out of fear, 

can be powerful enough. 
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In Egypt, blogging has now reached a stage where bloggers function as feeders 
of news to traditional media. Several journalists testif)r that they may leak a story 
- too sensitive to publish - to a blogger, who will cover the action, get the story 
picked up by independent newspapers, eventually maybe even by Aljazeera2 and 
state media. When "the story is already out there" , it is easier for independent 
newspapers to justif)r their coverage. 

Wael Abbas - one example 
This was the case with blogger Wael Abbas. Even though police brutal ity was a 
weIl known problem in Egypt, it was rarely reported on - not until Wael Abbas 

published and circulated a video clip that recorded how rwo police officers forced a 
truck driver they had taken into custody to commit sodomy. The clip had already 
circulated among cell phones for months, when Wael Abbas was approached by his 
sources at a demonstration he was covering. In the end, the policemen responsible 
for the brutality were sentenced to jail. At the time this was groundbreaking but 
has become more common since. 

This is just one out of several cases where Wael Abbas has played a role. 
Sexual harassment was previously not reported upon. But after he had taken and 

published testimonies from girls who where assaulted during a public holiday, 
the information reached the masses, and created new awareness - supported by 
dedicated efforts of women's righ~s groups. 

Many people have mobile phones in Egypt, and internet cafes are available 
everywhere (although one of the prime interests of the average visitor is often some
thing as profane as - porn) . Nevertheless, "connecting the Internet to the wider 

nerwork of mobile phones" is potential dynamite, as one interviewee put it. 
Bloggers lack safety nets, Wael Abbas points out. He used to be a correspond

ent for a foreign news agency but is now considered unhirable due to his sensitive 
activities. He has also been harassed by the security services and is convinced that 

his phone has been tapped. There is no organisation covering his back; yet, he 
and his fellow bloggers are the ones that get the news out there. He does not hide 
the fact that he pushes for democracy, which makes many colleagues in the West 
frown, with little understanding of working conditions for Egyptian bloggers. 

According to Abbas, the bloggers are involved in more than activism. What 
they do is, in fact, citizen journalism. He feels that whether the m~bile phone 

footage he posts is real or not, the government should nevertheless be obliged to 
investigate if a crime has been committed. 
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A role for Swedish development cooperation 
So, finally, what role can Swedish development cooperation play in this situa

tion? 
The most common answer to the question of what kind of cooperation could 

be useful is "training". But according to several media workers, training of jour

nalists is a waste of money. They point to the fact that international broadcasting 

corporations have trained journalists in state media for decades, with no apparent 

result as far as the advance of democracy and citizens' freedom of expression 

are concerned. Training journalists at state universitiesmay be pointless, since 

sensitive departments - such as the one for media studies - are controlled by the 

government. However, there is a genuine need for practical know-how, since the 

training of journalists in Egypt tends to focus on media theory, with the notable 

exception of the American University of Cairo, whose students are highly sought 

for, for example by Al jazeera. 
A huge majority of those concerned by this problem ask that bloggers be 

educated, that they be equipped with journalistic tools that can turn these am

bitious amateurs into professional journalists. For what is the point ofhavingwell 

educated professional journalists in the big media, if they dare not report the news 

conveyed by courageous bloggers, even at large risks? 

Sweden could playan important role in this, as the relevant know-how is avai

lable in Sweden.3 Furthermore, at least until recently (pre-the Mohammed carica

tures), one ofSweden's strongeSt assets in this context was an image of neutrality 

and not having a hidden agen d;. Of course, this is only so insofar as people know 

anything at all about Sweden's efforts in development cooperation! Says Nora 

Younis: "People know that the opera house was a gift from the Japanese, and the 

Aswan dam from the Russians, but they could not say what Sweden does." 

There is much potential in regional cooperation between journalists with the 

Arabic language as their common denominator. Bloggers flourish in the Gulf area 

and are appearing around the Levant. Gamal Eid's human rights information 

network is one way of turning information into power. By publishing information 

from human rights activists around the Arab world, in Arabic and English, he 

becomes something of a journalist, making information available that otherwise 

would not be available. 
In the land of conspiracy theory, where Israel and the USA are bften believed 

to be behind all bad things, professor Larry Pintak has an unrewarding role to 

play, working against prejudice. In the Arab world, the American University of 

Cairo is undoubtedly a centre for information not always appreciated by state 
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authorities. Several of the university projects are worth noticing, such as one in 
rural areas, in which efforts are made to connect local journalists and local civil 
society in order to help overcome prejudice about one another, bringing them 

together in workshops. For a Western, idealistic journalist, this may be unheard 
of. In a country where lack of know-how and distrust of one another is omni
present, it is a necessity. 

At the time of my interview with Larry Pintak, in April 2007, plans were 

underway to invite a handful of Egyptian bloggers to cover the US elections first 
hand, combined with short internships at prestigious news desks in USA. This is 

a model worth considering for Sweden. The language barrier may be bigger, but at 
least participants will not be accused ofhaving joined the CIA upon returning .. . 

As opp osed to USAID for instance, Sida does not have funds specifically for Egypt 
rather than joint projects for several Arab countries. 

According to Larry Pintak, bloggers have undoubtedly changed the media 
scene in the Arab world, just as Al jazeera did for television several years earlier. 
He points out however that ''there still has not been a democratic switch of rulers 
in any one of the countries." 
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Notes 
l http://norayounis.com/2005112/30/200830 

2 Qatar based television network modelled on CNN. See http://english.aljazeera.net/ 

3 It is a different matter that most Swedish bloggers would be of little help as far as the substance 
is concerned, as the Swedish bloggo-sphere consists largely of opinion-driven ramer man news
driven blogs. 
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